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C O N T E N T S   WELCOME
NOTE

‘In London everyone is different, and that 
means anyone can fit in.’ – Paddington Bear

One of the reasons we love this magazine 
is the diversity of music included within its 
pages - Team LDN happen to be into different 
genres, that means we’re bringing you a 
brilliant spread of tracks and acts to explore. 
From pop to metal, R&B to rock, we’re 
enthusiastic to share our recommendations 
with you. In fact, that’s also one of my 
favourite things about London - its diversity, 
embracing all things, culture and music. It 
makes being a music journalism student living 
here a lot of fun!

This issue we have interviews with artists 
including Ward Thomas and newcomers 
Sick Joy; a nod to hip-hop, grime, rap and 
clubs, tastemaker page Generation Next 
with a load of fresh new music, plus a look back 
with new feature History Lesson. Be sure 
to check out our new website, Spotify playlist 
LDNMIX and follow us @LDNmusicmag

Shout out to the hard-working squad behind 
this issue, including newbies: photographer 
Dani, subber Jack, Noa on design/socials, 
clubs guru Joe and Firestarter John, plus 
all our usual contributors pictured to the left. 
Hope you enjoy reading the magazine as 
much as we did making it for you.

Maria Galea

MUST HEAR:
‘Armour’ - Sara Bareilles

Her first release in three 
years, Sara celebrates female 
empowerment and the strength 
of women supporting each 
other. A catchy melody 
dances on a jazz baseline as 
she embraces her usual style 
whilst stepping away from 
mainstream pop. Fave lyric: 
“You don't scare me/I am of 
the earth/So tired of your 
empire/Blind men only set the 
world on fire.”

MUST SEE:
Fantastic Beasts: The 
Crimes of Grindelwald

The second instalment 
of five in this J.K. 
Rowling-penned series 
sees Newt Scamander 
(Eddie Redmayne) 
attempt to stop the plans 
of evil wizard, Gellert 
Grindelwald (Johnny 
Depp), who escaped 
custody. It features the 
return of some favourite 
Harry Potter characters...

MUST DO:  
Winter Wonderland, 
Hyde Park

It’s that time of the 
year again - the turn of 
December means that 
not only is it acceptable 
to openly talk all things 
Christmas, but Winter 
Wonderland is officially 
open. It runs until 6th 
January, opens between 
10am-10pm (except for 
Christmas Day) and has 
free entry, too.

M A R I A ’ S P  I  C  K  S

Team LDN on our music merch shoot, directed by Dani. Thanks to our 
friends at Warner for much of the swag! See more at ldnmagazine.com
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WARD
THOMAS

Since being hailed as Britain’s first country stars upon bagging an Official UK 
Chart No.1 album, Ward Thomas have dedicated the past two years to 
curating the follow up, Restless Minds. Maria Galea chats to Catherine 
and Lizzy about social media, their upcoming release and dream collaborations.
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The Ward Thomas twin sisters grew up 
in a musical household, always singing 
together and harmonising. When their 
Canadian cousin introduced them to 
country artists such as Dixie Chicks and 

Miranda Lambert, they started to find their 
sound. In 2016 they released sophomore album 
Cartwheels via Sony Music/WTW Music and 
became the first British country act to reach the 
top spot on the Official UK Albums Chart.

“We were the girls who absolutely loved 
Taylor Swift,” Catherine and Lizzy say of their 
early inspirations. However, as they grew 
older, they started to listen to a wider variety of 
genres, such as pop and classical. 

They explain that in the last five years there 
has been a “big resurgence of country music” 
in the UK. Ward Thomas won the support 
of many fellow country stars, such as British 
duo The Shires, who they have worked with 
closely. WT mention C2C: Country to Country 
- Europe’s biggest country music festival held 
in London, Glasgow and Dublin that keeps 
growing every year. 

“People are exposed to a lot more,” says 
Lizzy. “I think people used to think country 
music was country and western, but country is a 
lot more crossover.” And it’s true. The pop and 
hip-hop influence in country music nowadays is 
far more common.

MAJOR LABEL DEAL
WT started out releasing music independently 
via WTW Music before signing a joint 
venture deal with Sony prior to the release of 
Cartwheels. Signing a major label deal wasn’t 
a hard decision they say, but was a transition 
they had to get accustomed to, whilst also being 
a humbling one. They recall how weird they 
felt when walking into the label’s building and 
seeing people working on their artwork. 

Catherine and Lizzy consider themselves 
incredibly lucky to have signed such a deal 
with the label. They have been given creative 
freedom, something that they do not take 
lightly, and admit that achieving No.1 status 

on the UK Albums Chart surpassed their 
expectations. WT made a point at that stage to 
stay grounded. In fact, they sometimes have to 
remind themselves that it actually happened. 
“Not that we sit and remind ourselves daily,” 
they joke, but see it as a triumph they can 
grow and develop from artistically.

SONGWRITING
A heavier pop influence is promised by the 
sisters for the upcoming album, Restless 
Minds. It was initially scheduled for 2018 
release, however they’re glad it got delayed 
to the new year as they have a chance to 
cultivate it further. It’s clear how excited 
Catherine and Lizzy are for this project, and 
how dedicated they’ve been to it, too. The 
goal is not to make an album similar to its 
predecessor. In fact, this time around they’ve 
collaborated with a few pop songwriters, 
including Ed Drewett (One Direction, Olly 
Murs). The sisters laugh and joke about how 
they were quite intimidated about his fact 
before their first writing session, admitting 
they “had a lot of doubts” but soon felt at 
home once things began. These sessions also 
helped WT learn and understand the direction 
of Restless Minds. Collaborating with new 
people has not only enabled them to explore 
this new direction, but introduced a new form 
of expression for the writers. They point out 
how the most country songs were actually 
written with the pop writers. 

As for their future dream collaborations, 
Sigrid, Alison Krauss, and Taylor Swift are a 
few from a long list.

For the duo, collaborating with each other 
comes naturally as they’ve been performing 
together their whole lives. They embrace the 
harmonic part of their sound, and view it as 
part of their unique style. A revelation has 
been subconsciously getting to know each 
other even better during writing sessions. 
“We write about the same topic but from 
different perspectives, and it makes the 
songwriting process stronger,” explains Lizzy.

“OUR NEW ALBUM IS AN 
EMOTIONAL ROLLERCOASTER 
- IT WAS A REAL GROWING 
EXPERIENCE WRITING IT.”
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NEW ALBUM & TOUR
What can we expect from the new album? “It’s 
an emotional rollercoaster,” promises Catherine. 
The 24-year-olds are writing about current issues 
that resonate with young people, such as social 
media and the anxiety it can bring with it. The 
single ‘Lie Like Me’ is about the filtered life of 
social media and how we compare our lives to 
other people. “The album covers a lot of that 
and I think country music has a great aspect of 
being personal with your writing,” they disclose. 
“It was a real growing experience writing this 
album.”

Aside from the new record, WT are going on 
tour in February. “We treat tours the same as 
we treat our albums,” notes Catherine. “Every 
tour we go on we want people to see a step 
up, a development of our show.” At the time 
of talking, the twosome have just had meetings 
with the lighting team, and they’re so excited to 
share their new music live for the first time.

Album Restless Minds is out in 2019. The Ward 
Thomas tour stops in London at O2 Shepherd’s 
Bush Empire on 3rd April.

QUICK FIRE
Favourite meal? 
Catherine: Sunday roast or spaghetti 
bolognese. 
Lizzy: Can’t go wrong with a spag bol.

Favourite song right now? 
Both: ’High Five’ by Sigrid.

Favourite movie? 
C: Waking The Divine.
L: I don’t have a favourite, but Bohemian 
Rhapsody is fresh in my mind.

Chocolate or sweets? 
Both: Chocolate.

Morning or night person? 
Both: Morning person, which is weird 
considering the choice of career.

What’s your biggest addiction? 
Both: Tea.

What did you have for breakfast? 
Both: A bowl of Shreddies.

Last song you listened to? 
C: ‘Fortress’ by Lennon Stella.
L: ‘Over You’ by Miranda Lambert.

THE WARD THOMAS SISTERS CATHERINE AND LIZZY

Picture Credit: Damien Fry



N O I S E / H A R D C O R E  

C O U N T R Y

H O U S E / T E C H N O

D R U M  A N D  B A S S

JOHN TURNER
When people hear the words ‘country music’, they assume it’s hillbillies singing about 
trucks, beer and women. At its core, it’s ultimately about four chords and the truth. There’s an 
increasing number of artists pushing boundaries and experimenting with the traditional sonic 
format. Here’s my top five picks for the country lover and the country hater; give them a listen.

 OH, WHAT A WORLD - KACEY MUSGRAVES | COMING HOME - KEITH URBAN Ft. 
JULIA MICHAELS | DEAR HATE - MAREN MORRIS Ft. VINCE GILL | HERE TONIGHT - 

BRETT YOUNG | I’LL BE THE MOON - DIERKS BENTLEY Ft. MAREN MORRIS

The dance music sphere is vast, covering a multitude of sounds from club 
heaters to bedroom daydreamers. I’ve compiled five iconic tracks, ranging 
from 1988 to 2018, all of which represent a different aspect of electronic music.

GOOD LIFE - INNER CITY | PEACE OF MIND (ELECTROSOUL) - CLARO INTELECTO
GEAR TENSION - BIG MIZ | PARAISO ‘89 - AZURA | MAKE ME - BORAI & DEBHAM

JOE HARRIES

CONNOR WINYARD
There’s no denying that my roots lie in hard rock and metal, despite the pushing of 80s synthpop 
(which I equally enjoy) by my Dad. There’s something about the ferocity of aggressive music that 
resonates within me. I guess for a non-confrontational individual, noisy and thrashy music gives 
me the energetic spark that I long for. Here are five recent tracks that might give you that spark too.

NOT SOULMATES - KEN MODE | 3 KNIVES - CODE ORANGE | LESS SEX - DAUGHTERS  
I DON’T DANCE - BIRDS IN ROW | OBSERVATIONS OF A BOY - NERVES

ISLA
Growing up in Bristol, Drum and Bass has always been close to my heart. Submerged 
in the rave and jungle scene, it’s a sound that’s followed me. With a bpm of 160-
180, this UK-rooted style sure has established itself to be one of the biggest sounds 
in dance music. Here’s five of the newest tracks that will definitely get you moving.

SINKHOLE (SKEPTICAL REMIX) - MEFJUS | FADED - ENEI Ft. CHARLI BRIX 
MONSTERS (SUB ZERO REMIX) - BENNY L & SHIMON | RUN DIS TING - DJ RAP & 

ERB N DUB Ft. SCRUFIZZER | INNER LIGHT - GERRA & STONE

The beauty of studying at BIMM London is gaining access to one of the most 
vibrant music hubs around, housing students of all backgrounds who bring an 
eclectic mix of tastes to the table. Here’s a collection of tracks the editorial team 
have picked up on that they believe should be on everyone’s radar. Listen to 
more recommended tunes from Team LDN on the LDNMIX Spotify playlist.

LDNMIX
PLAYLIST / 7



London-based electronic dance music DJ/producer Silkie chats 
with Isla about his involvement in the scene and demonstrates his 
MVP status when it comes to producing, pizza and Super Mario...
“Arrived!” I type into iMessage. 
Solomon Rose, better known as 
Silkie, opens the door and I follow 
him into a tidy bedroom studio, 
searing with electric green UV rays. 
He notices my bewildered look and 
laughs, acting like his room isn’t 
flickering in multicoloured lights 
as we speak. I jokingly suggest he 
makes the colour pink. He finds the 
remote control and does just that. I 
rest my case.

I perch on the edge of his bed as 
he sits on his studio chair, tucking 
into a pepperoni pizza. “You can 
have some if you want,” he says. I 
politely decline, but then take him 
up on the offer immediately after. 
Being on a low-carb diet for the last 
few months, how could I refuse?

“I’ve lived in Hammersmith 
since 1990,” he tells between 
bites. “I used to live in South 
Kensington, on Exhibition Road. 
People would think that street is 
quite expensive, but some of the 
houses were split up into council 
houses and they’re pretty dark, 
so this is a massive step.”

On education, he divulges that he 
went to Kingston University to study 
Music Technology. “I never really 
had a formal musical education, 
I just went to uni for a year, until 
I met [founder of British dubstep 
label Deep Medi] Mala.”   

Mala signed Silkie, alongside 
his friend and work partner 
Quest, following meeting at a 
club night that was iconic to the 
scene at the time.

“I met Mala around 2002 
when a lot of people [known 
in the dubstep scene] like Coki, 
Youngsta and Hatcha were 
going to FWD which was a night 
run by Sarah Lockhart, who 
now runs Rinse FM. She used 
to run FWD at a club called 
Plastic People in Shoreditch.” 
He catches me smiling; I used to 
love that club. It was tiny, pitch 
black and full of guys.  

I ask him if he remembers his first 
track. He replies: “I made a tune 
on a program at school called 
Cubasis. We were supposed to be 
recording on the keyboard, but I 
was like, ‘Scratch that! I'm just going 
to try and make a drum beat.’ My 
teacher was like, ‘What the hell are 
you doing?’ I wouldn't call it my first 
though, because that was a total 
mess around and it wasn’t serious.”

He tries to demonstrate how it 
sounded. I raise my eyebrows and 
smile in encouragement, albeit 
untruthfully. “No,” he laughs. “It 
sounded like that Super Mario 
level.” He sings the tune again. I 
don’t know. I tell him to send it to 
me and in the meantime, I take his 
word for it.

On the topic of drum and bass, a 
genre widely adored at Croatia’s 
ever-growing Outlook Festival, I ask 
him if he’s working there this year 
and what he thinks of the scene. “I 
was one of the first at Outlook; I 
don’t get tired of it. I want to play 
my music to new people. From an 
artist’s point of view, you want new 
people to play to.”   

He rests his plate on the side and 
it leans on the keyboard, instantly 
throwing the room into choral 
ambience at deafening decibels. 
He swivels in his chair in bafflement 
towards the double monitors. “Let 
me just get out of this because if I 
press it by accident, it’s gonna play 
mad shit.” 

I ask him if his room is 
soundproofed or if he ever gets 
noise complaints. “Yeah, it's 
soundproofed so I can hear the 
music properly from the inside, not 
to prevent it from travelling outside,” 
he says, mischievously. “Some man 
used to throw apples and tomatoes 
at my room to show disgust at the 
volume of my music. My Mum 
would get pissed.”

I jokingly ask if his Mum will be 
coming to his next show. He replies: 
“Nah, she hates my music!” 

8 / INTERVIEW: SILKIE

DJ SILKIE

“THEY THREW 
APPLES AND 

TOMATOES AT 
MY ROOM TO 

SHOW DISGUST 
AT THE VOLUME 
OF MY MUSIC”

Photo credit: King Walker



S P O T S

LONDON'S TOP

C  L  U  B 
London’s nightlife is up there with the best in the world - from giant factory spaces to 
converted mechanic depots, the capital has it all. Joe Harries picks three of what he 
deems to be the hottest local spots in the Big Smoke with consistently impressive line-ups.

THE PICKLE FACTORY - Bethnal Green, E2
Nestled in the heart of Bethnal Green, The Pickle Factory is surrounded by bustling vibrancy. However, 
the 250-capacity venue is a real contrast to this, with a stripped-backed minimal aesthetic. Rectangular 
in shape, with white walls and a slanted wooden roof, the venue’s appearance isn’t exactly spectacular. 
But that is the point. Oval Space - the team behind the concept - wanted to create a venue specifically 
with the audio and musical experience in mind. Engineered like a recording studio - the sound quality is 
unrivalled and is a haven for music fans. Its intimacy, combined with a stellar sound system, consistently 
creates a unifying atmosphere. The club never fails to attain inspiring and interesting bookings from the 
most exciting artists and labels in the dance music scene. 

Printworks isn’t just a club; it’s a sensory-inducing 
experience. As soon as you step inside, you are 
immersed. It is like nothing else in London. The entrance 
is impressive, with its giant airport hangar-like space 
which instantly makes you forget you’re in London. 
Located in the printing factory which once belonged 
to the Daily Mail, the surroundings look as if they have 
been untouched since operations stopped. Two 
balconies flanked by functional metal railings, which 
punters can access, are suspended above the dance 
floor and stretch all the way back along the vast space. 
Unlike other venues, it is almost more exciting to be 
stood nearer the back, to fully observe the almost 
dystopian display. Multiple lighting rigs dip up and 
down just below the 5,000-capacity crowd, filling the 
space with explosions of lasers that blink and refract 
against the factory framework.

PRINTWORKS - Canada Water, SE16

In the last 15 years, many of London’s clubs have been under threat, and in some cases have been 
closed down and redeveloped into expensive housing. This has, particularly, left a hole in the 
community of grassroots venues which struggle to survive in the current political climate. However, 
brand new 400-capacity venue, The Cause, is an anomaly. The Tottenham based venue aims to fill 
the gap in the culture whilst giving back to the community by partnering with mental health charities: 
Mind in Haringey, C.A.L.M and Help Musicians UK. Not only is The Cause charitable, but it provides 
a unique and headsy place to party. Formally a car-mechanic depot, the industrial space has 
maintained its raw and minimal aesthetic, creating a Berlin-esque clubbing experience. Its bookings 
continue to represent the hottest selectors in underground dance music. 

COMING UP
Minimal don, Nicolas Lutz, crate diggers, John 
Gomez b2b Nick The Record and London icon, 

Josey Rebelle (5-hour set)

COMING UP
The Hydra presents - Jeff Mills, Marcel Dettmann, DJ 

Stingray + more, and Circoloco takeover (line-up TBA)THE CAUSE - Tottenham, N17

COMING UP
Unbound present - the man responsible for album of the year, Skee Mask and Hessle 

Audio’s, Bruce and Wigflex London: Actress, Peverelist, Machine Woman (Live)
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parting gift

Top track: VEIN

Ridden with sour emotion and explosive melody, Parting Gift have risen from Manchester alongside the new 
wave of hardcore and punk that has burst out of the north. With seemingly sweet vocals, harmonic guitar riffs 
and tenacious percussion, PG stand in dynamic similarity with musicians such as Loathe, Crooks and Holding 
Absence. Picking up festival appearances and a European tour with Neck Deep, the growth of another 
concept-driven band continues. The band’s profile is limited though, keeping mysterious and letting their 
incredible sonics overflow with emotive cohesion – PG have poured into our new fave record spots.          

         

ady suleiman

Top track: SERIOUS

Ady Suleiman’s 2018 has been incredibly successful. He released his debut album Memories earlier in the 
year, EP Acoustic in November and supported popstar Anne-Marie on her European tour, stopping at the O2 
Academy Brixton when it reached London. Ady’s music is often described as neo-soul and his warm vocals 
not only grab the listener’s attention, but offer a different tone to what we are used to on mainstream radio. 
He’s currently working on new music and preparing for a UK tour next spring, including a London show at 
Electric Brixton on 21st March.

               

roisin o’hagan
Essex-born country pop singer Roisin O’Hagan has been making a name for herself in London with her 
mixture of catchy melodies and lyrical storytelling. Her debut single ‘Drive’ catapulted her into the finals 
of Fender’s Undiscovered Artist 2018 and she also recently bagged a featured spot on Yamaha’s BBC 
Introducing stage. Roisin has even grabbed the attention of Counting Crows’ Matt Malley. Recently released 
track ‘Miss You Like June’ has all the standout qualities of a massive hit; with its fantastic chorus and stellar 
production it’s guaranteed to be on your playlist for the foreseeable future.              

 

Top track: MISS YOU LIKE JUNE

ASHLEY HALL

MARIA GALEA

PHIL GIOURAS
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maisie peters
Brighton native Maisie Peters is breathing a new lease of life into British acoustic folk-pop. The 18-year-old 
singer-songwriter gained popularity after the creation of her YouTube channel in 2015, racking up 40k 
subscribers to date. In 2017, her first single became an instant viral hit with 19million Spotify streams. The 
music platform also added the songstress to their reputable playlist New Music Friday following the release 
of her first EP, Dressed Too Nice For A Jacket. With Taylor Swift cited as an early influence, Maisie’s youthful 
storytelling gained attention from Atlantic Records UK, who subsequently signed her.   
                           

Top Track: DETAILS

Top track: VEIN

Top track: SERIOUS

Top track: MISS YOU LIKE JUNE

nrvs

Top track: EVERYONE KNOWS KNOWS, NOBODY TALKS ABOUT IT

Edinburgh-based NRVS (pronounced ’nerves’) might be newcomers to the heavy music scene but their three 
released tracks are truly impressive. Having recently headlined East London’s Blondies pub, the band’s 
catchy and well crafted post-hardcore sound is bound to create a loyal fanbase. There’s a great mix of 
influences here; my recommended top track has a beautiful jazzy interval, whilst the drum patters remind me 
of Lamb of God’s Chris Adler here and there with well-produced tracks, creativity and thoughtfulness. With a 
bit of luck and hard work, my bet is that these guys will be supporting Enter Shikari in a couple of years.

 

hollow graves

Top track: IDLE

Post-punk’s roots undeniably lie in Manchester – Joy Division, Buzzcocks, The Fall – yet Hollow Graves from 
Canada seem to be paving the way for a new approach to a familiar genre. The five-piece take the elements 
laid down by 2000’s post-punk bands like Interpol and Editors and fuse them with shimmering melodies and 
pleasing vocals. This draws even further comparisons to the likes of Two Door Cinema Club. Their debut, 
self-titled EP is full of plodding rhythms and poetic lyrics, sure to whet the appetite of fans of rock, punk and 
the avant-garde.           
 

Photo: Jack Allen

LIBBY LONG

 DOM GARGYAN

CONNOR WINYARD

LDN



Photo credit: Dani Willgress

Following the release of EP Amateurs earlier this year, Sick Joy, a heavy pop band from 
Brighton, recently embarked on their first-ever headline tour. L ’s Dani Willgress caught up with 
band members Danny, Mykl and Martyn about writing, tour life and performing at their dream 
festival. The location? The back of their own tour van, in between Birmingham and London shows.

HOW IS YOUR FIRST HEADLINE 
TOUR GOING?
Dan: Pretty good actually! Better than
we thought.
Mykl: We were a bit apprehensive.
Dan: The numbers have been good, response 
has been really good. Overall, we haven’t 
crashed and burnt yet. We’ve still got two 
nights left - I feel like that’s a positive.

WHAT MOTIVATES YOU AS 
A BAND?
Mykl: The impending doom of death.
Dan: Serious answer, I guess to play music for 
a living is the motivation.
Mykl: Yeah, if we can pay rent and get some 
food that’s good enough! It’s a bit of a 
cathartic thing as well. our life can be a bit 
of a mess sometimes and it’s good to get in 
a room with your mates and smash out some 
songs, because it’s a lot of fun.

Photo credit: Dani Willgress
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WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES 
YOU’VE FACED AS A BAND?
Mykl: More than I could possibly list!  
Mainly money.
Martyn: SJ didn’t have a drummer for ages, 
then eventually they found me.
Dan: Money, family, love life. If you cherish 
any of it then you might as well give up.
Mykl: It’s a good way to find out who your 
real friends are!
Dan: True that!

WHAT HAS BEEN CRITICAL TO 
GETTING YOU TO THIS POINT?
Mykl: Just keeping going. If you’re reading a 
Led Zeppelin biography and thinking you’re 
going to make a lot of money, then it’s 
probably not going to happen. If you actually 
like playing music with your mates then you 
can’t lose really, can you?
Dan: Also having a focus: a common goal, a 
purpose and rehearsing.

WHAT FOOD HAVE YOU BEEN 
LIVING OFF MOST WHILST 
ON TOUR?
Dan: Pizza!
Mykl: Chilli cheese bites. 
Wetherspoons, if you want an avocado that 
looks like it’s been drawn onto your plate.
Martyn: Room temperature beverages.
Dan: Chips and curry sauce.

IF YOU COULD TOUR WITH ANY 
BAND, WHO WOULD IT BE?
Mykl: I’m going to say Pixies.
Dan: I’m going to go with Queens Of The 
Stone Age.
Martyn: Queens Of The Stone Age.
Mykl: It would be cool to go with Idles.
Martyn: Let’s say Idles, good on you!

IF YOU HAD UNLIMITED BUDGET 
FOR A SHOW, WHAT WOULD 
YOU DO?
Martyn: Pyrotechnics.
Mykl: Buy all the tickets and play to myself. 
Class idea. 
Dan: I’m pretty sure that’s a Foo Fighters 
video…
Martyn: An amp wall of Marshalls then 
burn it to the ground before you got anywhere 
near it!

IF YOU COULD PLAY ANY 
FESTIVAL WHAT WOULD IT BE?
Mykl: This sounds lame but mine was 
2000trees and we just did that so I’m 
well stoked!

HOW DID 2000TREES GO?
Mykl: It went really well. We opened the day 
so I thought it was going to be a bit weak with 
everyone hungover thinking, ‘oh, shut up’ but 
it wasn’t - it was fun!
Dan: It was one of the most fun shows we’ve 
ever played.

IF YOU 
ACTUALLY 
LIKE 
PLAYING 
MUSIC WITH 
YOUR MATES 
THEN YOU 
CAN'T LOSE 
REALLY, CAN 
YOU?

“

”

WHAT WAS 
IT LIKE 
WRITING 
AND 
RECORDING 
YOUR EP,
AMATEURS?
Mykl: A 
nightmare! It was 
the first EP so all 
the songs were 
kind of there as 
[we] developed 
the band.
Dan: It was quick. 
We recorded it in 
two to three days, 
did the vocals in 
our own house 
in our bathroom, 
saved some coin. 

EP Amateurs is out now. Sick Joy play Good Karma Club at 
The Sebright Arms on 31st January.
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“It’s a pivotal moment. UK R&B is going to do 
amazing things next year, and Kara Marni is 
going to be part of it.” These are the words of 
BBC Radio 1’s DJ Ace, as he presents the young 
performer onto the stage. Kara’s gig is nothing 
short of energy and promise. She kicks it off with 
‘Curve’, immediately asserting her vocal ability 
and control, showing off her range throughout 
the night (including perfect whistle notes). Her 
setlist includes two covers, including ‘Ex Factor’ 
by Lauryn Hill whom she cites as an important 
role model. Throughout this performance, Kara 
ticks all the boxes - connection with the crowd, 
strong musicianship and confidence. A beautiful 
moment occurs halfway through the set when 
two of her fans who have flown in from Germany 
just for tonight - request ‘All Or Nothing’, a song 
she admits was not rehearsed or planned for 
the show. Nevertheless, she and her backing 
vocalists sing a short but beautiful a cappella 
rendition of it. The night comes to a close with 
her debut single from 2017, ‘Golden’. Kara’s 
sound has the perfect underlying soulfulness 
and funk; ready to lead the UK’s next wave of 
R&B success.

Maria Galea

Kacey Musgraves returned to the UK last month with her biggest independent headlining show 
to date. Amidst the eclectic crowd of merch shirts and cowboy boots, the audience becomes 
anxious with anticipation as the lights fade and the ambient vocoder-riddled introduction of 
‘Oh, What a World’ begins to play. The crowd - silent in awe - watch as Kacey emerges from 
backstage, the cheers rolling in as she proceeds into album opener ‘Slow Burn’. Kacey delves 
into the entirety of album Golden Hour whilst experimenting with arrangement on songs like 
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“Oh yeah, baby!” hails frontman Charlie 
Starr at the top of his lungs - his hollering 
adding to the gleeful atmosphere of the 
first of two London shows Blackberry 
Smoke are playing. Charlie prances 
around the stage boisterously with an 
infectious smile. It’s refreshing to see a 
Southern rock band musically tight and 
with such optimism.

Along with the brisk tracks ‘Sleeping 
Dogs’ and ‘Waiting For The Thunder’, 
the setlist is balanced with some country-
oriented tracks. ‘One Horse Town’ is a 
ballad on escaping your surroundings, 
and is performed with sheer emotion as it 
resonates with the musicians.

Charlie stops to tell a story about 
nobody turning up at New Mexico show. 
That’s certainly not the case tonight, as 
Blackberry Smoke plays in front of the 
packed 2000-capacity venue. There’s 
a real work ethic in the band, even 
promising to play an entirely different 
setlist the next evening. There’s not one 
moment where they coast either, as each 
member is fully in their element. Blackberry 
Smoke’s devotion sends a message to 
never lose hope; that in a world where 
rock isn’t hugely in the mainstream, it can 
still be successful. And they showcase that 
in tremendous fashion. Rock on!

Jack Bartholomew

KARA MARNI 
Hoxton Square Bar & Kitchen

KACEY MUSGRAVES
SSE Arena, Wembley

‘Keep It To ourself’ to cohere with the surf-
rock aesthetic the tour exudes. A duet with Tom 
Chaplin of Keane and hit ‘Follow our Arrow’ are 
highlights as the we sing along shamelessly to the 
choruses. As Kacey exits the stage, the audience 
erupts into applause and stamp in the hope of an 
encore. Kacey returns to the stage, bewildered 
by the reaction, and surprises the audience with 
an unlikely cover of NS NC’s ‘Tearin’ Up My 
Heart’ as well as fan favourite ‘High Horse’. The 
Oh, What a World Tour is an unexpected delight 
of a show, for country and non-country fans alike. 
It is not to be missed.                                                         

John Turner

BLACKBERRY SMOKE
O2 Shepherd’s Bush Empire
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Even before the concert starts, the energy 
is palpable. The bass is thrumming through 
our bones as we stare at the stage, unable 
to rip our eyes away for fear of missing 
Jessi's entrance.

Hundreds of fans from across Europe are 
crammed into the tiny back room at the 
venue, having paid an extortionate amount 
for the chance to stand in the same room 
as their idol. Raised in New Jersey until the 

JESSI
O2 Academy Islington

age of 15, feisty South Korean Jessi puts on the show of her life.
Crummy YouTube bootlegs, eagerly poured over, cannot compare to the 

raw power she exerts on stage. Over the course of almost three hours, 
she performs fierce hits such as Boing  and Spirit Animal , talks South 
Korean culture and feminism, and opens up to her adoring crowd about 
depression and suicide. We go from a crowd of fans to a group of friends, 
sprayed with water from the stage in anticipation of Wet  before ten or 
so of us join Jessi on stage for Down . She speaks to a fan in the crowd 
about her dream to become a singer and promises to take a listen to her 
music. “Leave all your stress behind tonight, alright?” She tells us at the 
beginning of the set. And we do.

Abi Scaife

Cliffs Pavilion has seen its fair share of classic 
bands perform here - The Specials and The 
Stranglers have played multiple times and 80s pop 
kings Level 2 were here with The Blow Monkeys 
recently. It s not often that tribute acts command 
such large audience or play extensive European 
tours - this is an exception. Of course, if you re 
going to take on a task like emulating ink Floyd, 
you re going to need all the help you can get. In 
this case, help is supplied by an extravagant light 
show of yellow and green lasers, a giant screen 
that displays images of Syd Barrett, Australian 
iconography and two inflatable characters; during 
‘Another Brick In The Wall, t. 2’, there s a school 
teacher with a mouth resembling female genitalia, 
as well as a pink kangaroo following ‘ igs (Three 
Different Ones)’. George Orwell s influence is 
undeniably key to both Floyd and their Aussie 
imitators, with the Animals era segment relying 
on a 1 -esque cartoon shown on screen with 
Animal Farm characters. Fans are treated to a 
‘Best of’ type set, covering most favourites from 
the early masterpiece that is ‘See Emily lay’ to 
the magnificent story told on ‘Comfortably Numb’. 
The group barely interacts with the crowd, but it s 
their musicianship that speaks volumes. rog rock 
outfits were never really known for their bubbling 
personalities and extroversion anyway.         

Connor Winyard

THE AUSTRALIAN PINK FLOYD
Cliffs Pavilion, Southend-on-Sea

throughout 
the night, 
it’s no 
wonder the 
show 
is sold out.

Nargis  
Borhan

ANNE-MARIE
O2 Academy Brixton

After recently supporting Ed Sheeran on 
his Divide tour, pop singer Anne-Marie 
takes the stage at Brixton for her own 
headline tour: Speak Your Mind. Dressed 
head to toe in a yellow tracksuit ensemble, 
the Essex star tells the audience that she’s 
already anticipating being tagged on 
Instagram as Ali G and just like that, the 
Ali G Show begins. The 1 -track setlist 
comprises a number of high-charting singles 
including  ‘Ciao Adios’, ‘Alarm’, ‘2002’, 
‘F.R.I.E.N.D.S’ and ‘Rockabye’. Some near 
nip-slips later, the night settles down from a 
fun-filled dance party to an in-your-feelings 
kind of vibe during ‘Gentleman’, ‘Then’ and 
‘ erfect’, whereby a montage of videos 
arise on screen of people describing their 
ideas of the term. Also included are videos 
from Shawn Mendes, Ed Sheeran and 
James Arthur, making a heartfelt segway 
into a song promoting the reoccurring 
themes that Anne-Marie brings across  body 
positivity, acceptance and authenticity. With 
her vocals sounding effortlessly incredible 
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LE3 bLACK 
16 / INTERVIEW: LE3 BLACK

WHERE THE MONSTER LIES
Rapper and producer Le3 bLACK has had a packed 2018 musically with the release 

of an album, two EPs and a number of singles. Tom Dodkins catches up with 
him about this busy year and the response to his recent work.

When I spoke to Le3 bLACK in 2017, his drive for success was 
inspiring and his aspirations for himself and his South London 
collective of creatives, 237, were equally phenomenal. Speaking 
to him now, having followed his journey of growth over 2018, it’s 
evident that the hard work has paid off. Album Where The 
Monster Lies continues from Le3’s previous releases in a similar 
fashion that is pushing individuality into the UK underground 
music scene and as of recently, across the pond.
      “A lot of people, especially some in the States, liked the 
direction I went in,” he reveals of the acclaim he’s received for 
his recent sonic offerings. “The process [in making this music] was 
about finding that right sound and working my way around it.” 
That sound is subtle to begin with but once you’ve taken the time 
to appreciate it, the project presents itself - a spacey motif that 
both energises and relaxes you. Each track on WTML has its own 
story and unique direction, but all derived of one blissful theme. 
Le3 was accompanied on this album by many of his 237 family, 
including fellow rappers and producers Virgil Hawkins, Big Nate 
and Leo Bhanji.
      The Londoner has put out a plethora of music in the last year, 
including EP Gold that features another of 237 - on this occasion 
it’s PGU representing more of the calibre of artistry that South 
London produces. The EP has the impeccable collaborative 
production efforts of the two artists, blended with a mix of 
rapping and singing that complements one another perfectly. 
When asked if this EP was different to previous releases, Le3 
responds, “Definitely, mainly because it was a quick EP but also 
something that I felt I needed to drop, as I wanted something 
that had a fast tempo.” That tempo brought to the fore with more 
trappy and energetic drums, bringing a different flow to his 
previous catalogue.
      As reflected in his work, Le3’s inspired by electronic music, 
particularly “a lot of James Blake.” This can be especially heard 
in ‘WYS’, a track laced with loud synths and fast drums. Of tune 
‘SHE LUV ME’, produced by PGU, Le3 reveals, “PGU actually 
released it before, but I wanted to put my spin on it. I decided 
that it would sync in with WYS perfectly.”
      2018 has been a huge year for not just Le3 but 237 as a 
whole - they have been releasing incredible music. Another 
member of 237, Kish!, has recently seen his track ‘Benzo’ nab a 
spot on Frank Ocean’s infamous Blonded Spotify playlist, that 
also features big names such as Playboi Carti and Popcaan. How 
does Le3 feel about this? “It’s a big stepping stone because it 
means we are all potentially on the map. Seeing someone as big 
as that acknowledging your work is important - we will all benefit 
from it!”
      This attitude is why 237 is propelling into the industry; 
breaking barriers and changing the UK rap game, because they 
work together, supporting and pushing each other along the way. 
Le3 sees the music industry in London “thriving to the max” and 
he’s doing an excellent job at making sure he’s a part of it.
      
With another album in production and his sights set on greatness, 
2019 is looking to be another great year for Le3 bLACK.

“MUSIC IN LONDON IS   
THRIVING TO THE MAX”

Photo credit: @daveysoul
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Stormzy is headlining the UK’s most auspicious music festival, Glasto. THIS is 
why you don’t buy a ticket before the line-up is announced. It’s like buying 
a ticket for a meat raffle and ending up with a Pepperami. It’s like buying a 
ticket to Glastonbury and finding out that Stormzy is headlining. Oh, wait… 
PJ Kimber is not best pleased.

It shocked me, despite him being at the height of his ever-growing popularity. Even
though some love Stormzy, you would’ve thought that enough folk recognised his last
record as below sub-par. The Stormzy x Glasto link-up was a divisive announcement,
however. At least some punters expressed their dismay; there is a glimmer of hope.
      I listened to ‘Intensive Snare’ by Plastician and Skepta the other day, and between
head bops and screwing my face up like I was sucking on a lemon, I was struck with a
nostalgia that was unwelcome. Nostalgia usually only arrives when we long for
something we once loved but is now unreachable. The thing is, the grime scene won’t
ever be as good as it was back then; Wiley, Dizzee, the Meridian Crew, DJ Target, Esco 
Big Bars, Newham Generals. It’s not dead, though. Konnichiwa was almost 
entirely fantastic (apart from that shocking Pharrell feature) as is most of Skepta’s output. 
D Double E’s latest release Jackuum was also strong with all the ad-libs we all wanted. 
Buda bap bap. Wiley’s Godfather, Kano’s Made In The Manor and Giggs’s Landlord 
are also worthy honourable mentions of recent excellence.
      Now, I won’t bullshit and say I was present at the birth of grime. But, having grown 
up in Peckham with all older siblings, it was around from an early age; I listened to Boy 
In Da Corner on my sister’s portable CD player when I was seven. As I got older, I went 
deeper, finding great YouTube channels like silverdrizzle to hear the most secretive of 
dubplates. Meridian Crew freestyling over The Streets’ ‘Blinded by the Lights’ creates a 
strong case on its own as to why grime will likely never again reach its previous 
lofty heights.
      Gang Signs & Prayer was shit. I was actually surprised, too. ‘Shut Up’ was a
solidly good tune, but Stormzy’s full-length album is a load of bollocks. It felt like being
trapped in a tumble dryer full of Radio 1 merchandise and primary school instruments. It 
sounded like it was made for Year Nines who like Shawn Mendes, YouTube vloggers and 
Snapchat. For the first time, grime was made for the masses and in doing so it became 
something else. Post-grime... Pop-grime... Nu-grime? The days of old were gone, no 
matter the effort of the founding fathers. Even some of them had gone off-piste. 
Looking at you, Dizzee (Tongue N’ Cheek won’t be forgiven).
      UK hip-hop, however, is thriving. J Hus made a fantastic record in Common
Sense. When I first heard ‘Clartin’ the bass caused my house structural damage and it
couldn’t have been more gladly received. It was full of tracks the UK scene had been
missing for years. Something that wasn’t even close to pop but reached a larger
audience than could have ever been anticipated. The Mercury Prize nomination didn’t
hurt, either. There are other great young artists in the scene like CASisDEAD and Nines. 
It’s not grime, but it is authentic in its own right. These days, UK hip-hop has wildly 
overtaken grime in terms of popularity and output. Yes, I am fully aware that Skepta is 
still doing great shit, but the wealth of young talent in the UK hip-hop scene and its 
exponential stock rise is reminiscent of the young grime outbreak of the early noughties.
      But, the sad truth is that people will flock to Stormzy’s headline show like tone-deaf
sheep, because people like shit. Ed Sheeran, Marmite and The Big Bang Theory
demonstrate this all too easily. Stormzy seems like a stand-up guy - he comes across as
charismatic, polite and occasionally funny. If only his music were a match for an event
with the prestige of Glasto. They got Radiohead in 2017, ffs. I’ll be listening to Stormzy 
that day too, specifically his old Rinse FM sets where he truly shone. I’m glad I was too 
hungover to get on the ticket waiting list now.

STORMZY IS HEADLINING GLASTONBURY... 
WHAT HAPPENED TO GRIME?

FIRESTARTER: GRIME 



The studio is ecstatic. On 27th 
May 1996, alternative rock band 
Space have their dream become 
a reality; they crash into the Top 

20 of the UK charts with iconic tune 
‘Female Of The Species’ from their 
debut album, Spiders. Needless to say, 
things were looking optimistic for the 
Liverpudlian four-piece.  

Keyboardist Franny Griffiths revisits 
the moment: “Tommy [lead singer] and 
I were in a studio full of people and 
the Top 40 was on the radio. They got 
to number 15 and we just went, ‘We 
aren’t on there, are we?’ and the fella 
said, ‘Space at number 14.’ We just 
carried on playing pool like the coolest 
fellas in the world. We just pretended it 
never happened, when deep down we 
were thinking, ‘YES!’”  

Although the band are renowned 
for numerous hit singles in the mid-
90s including ‘Avenging Angels’, 
‘Neighbourhood’ and ‘Ballad Of Tom 
Jones’ (with Cerys Matthews), none 
were welcomed into the Top 40 more 
than FOTS, lasting a whopping 14 
weeks on the UK chart. Franny’s still 
astonished: “I was with my girlfriend 
and FOTS had been in the Top 40 for 
three months at this point. We pulled 
up outside this restaurant in Wales, we 
were gonna leave but I said, ‘Just wait 
to hear the fella read out the Top 40.’ 
I didn’t think it was going to be there… 
then the fella announced it was at 39! 
We both said, ‘Yes! We’re getting that 
carvery now!’”

Space always incorporated 
sinister humour into their lyrics, in 
this particular track it’s centred on 
witchcraft. Songwriter and lead singer 

Tommy Scott also discretely weaves 
references to his beloved horror 
films, namechecking Frankenstein 
and Dracula.

The sound is almost antithetical to 
the lyrics though, as it’s a tribute to 
Tommy’s late father who hated the 
music he grew up adoring. Vocally, the 
inspiration came from lounge singers 
such as Frank Sinatra. Beneath that, 
it’s layered by Space’s trademark 
electronica trait. Franny explains: “We 
were all about the hip-hop at the time 
and we wanted that to come across in 
the songs. Then we did FOTS which is a 
bit hip-hop underneath. 

People don’t realise that if you take 
out all the commercial stuff, the vocals 
and all the nicety on top, underneath 
that song it’s really different.”

Genre to Space has always been 
challenging; throughout their career 
they’ve been perceived as outlandish. 
Although they emerged in the Britpop 
era, the lyrics were too murky to 
be categorised solely there and the 
electronic layering distanced them 
from indie. Hip-hop denied them too, 
due to the vocals being more rock-
oriented. FOTS alone defines how they 
stand in their own individual identity.  

The band are comfortable with 

being the outcasts though. They 
never embraced fashion or popular 
music; they’ve always been careless 
of everybody else and indented 
their own position in the music 
industry. Even to this day, Tommy 
and Franny are wearing t-shirts of 
horror movies and giving buoyant, 
bizarre stage performances.

Franny says their next album, which 
is currently in the works, will be a shock 
to the system compared to the last 
record, Give Me Your Future: “When 
you hear this album, you’re gonna go, 
‘Okay, what’s going on here?’ It’s back 
to 1992 and L.A., all that. The last one 
I loved, as I’m an 80s guy. There’s a lot 
of input on that, so on this album I need 
to chill out a little bit. I’ve actually been 
told, ‘Just stop it Franny, right now!’”

Space still regularly tour the UK and 
play the familiar hits including FOTS in 
their headline shows. Franny loves the 
interaction with the dedicated fanbase 
on the road: “We played outside 
London earlier this year, there were 
about 60 people in the audience and 
it was one of the best gigs on the tour 
because it wasn’t busy, but the fans 
were interactive. Everyone wanted to 
be a part of it and we made them a 
part of it. It was fantastic; we had the 
best night ever. That’s us though. Even if 
we don’t have the biggest crowd in the 
world, we do what we always do and 
enjoy ourselves.”

Space continue to define their own 
direction without any dictation from the 
mainstream industry. Will the madness 
continue forever? We certainly hope so. 
It’s Space versus the world and they’re 
certainly dominating their own.

HISTORY LESSON
Space Female Of The Species
A single that’s as bizarre as it is intriguing. Jack Bartholomew enters the strange 
world of Space and speaks to keyboardist Franny Griffiths about the beloved classic.   

 “take out all the 
commercial stuff, 
it’s a bit hip-hop 

underneath.”
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People need to move on. Decades later, why the hell has there been so many 
90s and early 00s-dedicated tunes released in 2018?! The amount of popstars 
pining for their back-in-the-day is so done this year. Those eras are long over, 
and John Turner is totally over the unnecessary truckload of these throwback, 
nostalgia-nicking tunes that have come out in the past 12 months.

The 90s was a time when society was introduced to the internet, when rap and hip-hop 
sparked a conversation on race, class and censorship; when some of our most beloved 
sitcoms first aired and when grunge, Britpop and ‘Macarena’ ruled the airwaves.
     I get it. It was a seemingly glorious time for music and pop culture that oozed into the 
early 00s too, so I can understand the millennial fascination and warped ideology 
associated with that decade-ish of time. But does that really warrant the excruciating 
number of 90s/00s-devoted singles all released in the space of a year? I think not.
      Anne-Marie seemingly started the trend with her chart-topper ‘2002’, released in 
April. The song reconstructed several titles of hits from the late 90s and early 2000s to 
formulate a chorus that would have listeners wailing along all summer: “Oops, I got 
ninety-nine problems singing bye, bye, bye / Hold up, if you wanna go and take a ride 
with me / Better hit me, baby, one more time.” Although clever in nature with just the 
right ratio of nostalgia to narrative to be a moderately decent song, the frenzy of 
nostalgic records that follows is the sole reason I’m writing this article.
      Fast forward to late August. ‘2002’ is still in heavy rotation on pop radio and 
experimental country music newcomer Walker Hayes releases his latest single ‘90’s 
Country’. Now, I know a lot of you will be thinking: “It’s a completely different genre, so 
why does it matter?” To an extent, it doesn’t. The song is pretty great, this time using the 
titles of 90s country records belonging to Deana Carter, Kenny Chesney, the Dixie Chicks 
and George Strait, to name a few. It’s a track that could give Walker the commercial 
breakthrough he needs, but considering how close-knit the Nashville music community is, 
I was stunned to find that less than a week later, Lauren Alaina’s new single ‘Ladies in the 
90s’ was released. Not only does the song use Deana Carter’s ‘Strawberry Wine’ and 
‘Cowboy Take Me Away’ by Dixie Chicks in the same way as Walker’s song, let’s not 
forget the fact it was literally released five days after her male counterpart. I can’t help 
but feel a member of Lauren’s team should have been aware of the situation and pushed 
the release date back. It’s hard enough for women in the country music industry without 
fighting for radio play against a male artist.
      Disregarding the correlation between Walker and Lauren’s efforts, pop underdog 
Charli XCX released her interpretation of another throwaway 90s-inspired anthem the 
same day as Lauren’s. ‘1999’ is another halfhearted effort that resorts to referencing 
Britney Spears’ ‘Hit Me Baby One More Time’ in the chorus and after three consecutive 
bops referring to this Britney earworm, can you really blame me for wanting to bury my 
head in the sand?
      None of these tracks are particularly bad. They all serve their purpose, acting as 
commercial ditties reminiscent of the sounds of childhood. But the timing in which they 
have been released and - through no fault of the artist - the repetitive construction of 
lyrical content has spawned a series of unfortunate events that has made the tracks 
unoriginal to say the least.
      A one-off single in a 12-month-ish period dedicated to one of the best eras in modern 
music could potentially have been a memorable tune, though I can’t help but feel the 
tight timeframe and blatant similarity will have these clones falling into obscurity before 
they even get a chance to be heard by many. So, in summary, I’m asking nicely to 
PLEASE STOP IMMEDIATELY; for your sake. And mine.

THE 90s AND 00s ARE OVER 
SONGS ABOUT THEM SHOULD BE TOO

FIRESTARTER: 90s/00s NOSTALGIA 
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